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MSQ-C Series End Face Grinding Machine 

 
 

1. Quotation:   
MSQ-C Series    USD.-/unit 
 
2. Terms of Payment: 

30% deposit by T/T when confirming the order 

 70% balance by T/T before shipping. 
 
3.  Performance： 
MSQ-C Series face grinding machine is added the electromagnetic blade flat. 
The grinding head adopts the stepped motor automatic feeding. The guide 
adopts the changeable steel so as to resolve the historical problem of cast iron 
guide wearing, with longitudinal adjustment, won state level of new product, 
which is suitable for grinding the blades of imported Kolbus, wohhenberg, 
Sulby, Bona and Snad etc. This machine has small volume, saving energy. the 
guide adopts the changeable steel so as to resolve the historical problem of 
cast iron guide wearing. The grinded blades in any angles are sharp and 
durable which are the placed and renewal products. The technical standard 
reaches up the domestic leading level. The products are sold far to the 
Southeast Asia, Africa and Western Europe etc, and got high reputation from 
user. 
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4.  Specification 

Name Type 

 MSQ-1650C MSQ-2200C MSQ-2700C 

Max. Working length 1700mm 2200mm 2700mm 

Size of grinding wheel Ф200×Ф100×100 

Width of grinding 180mm 

Angle of working table ±90° 

Rotating speed of 
grinding wheel 4.56-6.5M/min 

Machine size 240×110×155cm 300×110×155cm 360×110×155cm 

Machine weigh 1500kg 1800kg 2200kg 

Motor power 3kw 

Water pump motor 
pump 120w 

two-speed motor 
power 1.5kw 

Magnetic disc power 0.8kw 

stepper motor 0.75kw 

 

5. Installation and Training  

The price includes the fee of installation, Training and interpreter, However, 
the relative cost such as international return air tickets between China and 

Buyer’s country, local transportation, accommodation (3 star hotel), and 

the pocket money USD80/day per person for engineers and interpreter will 
be born by buyer. Or, the customer can find capable interpreter in local. 

 

6. Validity of Quotation: until 30th Dec. 2013 
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7. Warranty: 12 months after B/L date 
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